SUBJ: CENTCOM REQUEST FOR IMMEDIATE DEPLOYMENT OF US USJFCOM DIVISION
SECRET//NONE//MR
SECRET//XI
SECRET//MR
OPER//IRAQI FREEDOM/
MSGID//GENADMIN/USCENTCOM/JOC/DEC/
REF/A/DOC/USCENTCOM/27FEB03/
AMPN/(S//REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR) OPLAN 1003V-COMBAT OPERATIONS IN
IRAQ THEATER OF OPERATIONS.//
REF/B/MSG/USCENTCOM FWD/131720ZMAR03//
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AMPN/(S//REL TO USA, AUS, GBR) CFC OPORD 09: CFC OPERATIONS IN THE
IRAQ THEATER OF OPERATIONS.//
REF/C/MSG/USCENTCOM/131528ZSEPO6//
AMPN/(S//REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL) CENTCOM FRAGO 09-1087
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE USS BOXER STRIKE GROUP/15TH MEU (SOC) AS AN
ELEMENT OF THE USCENTCOM THEATER RESERVE.//
GENTEXT/REMARKS/
1. (S) THIS IS CENTCOM REQUEST FOR DEPLOYMENT OF USJFCOM DIVISION
READY BRIGADE TO KUWAIT TO BE FULLY OPERATIONAL CAPABLE NO LATER
THAN 15 JAN 07 FOR A DURATION OF 90 DAYS OR AS DETERMINED BY
CDRUSCENTCOM.//

2. (S) SITUATION. DUE TO THE RISE OF SECTARIAN VIOLENCE IN IRAQ AND
COMMITMENT OF THE USCENTCOM THEATER RESERVE (15 MEU) TO IRAQ,
CDRUSCENTCOM REQUESTS THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE USJFCOM DIVISION READY
BRIGADE (DRB) TO KUWAIT TO BE FULLY OPERATIONAL CAPABLE NO LATER
THAN 15 JAN 07. EAD IN KUWAIT IS 2 JAN 07. LAD IN KUWAIT IS 6 JAN
07.//

3. (S) THE DRB WILL ASSUME THE ROLE OF THE USCENTCOM THEATER RESERVE
FORWARD STAGED IN KUWAIT IN ORDER TO PROVIDE CDRUSCENTCOM A
RESPONSIVE THEATER RESERVE WITHIN THE CENTCOM THEATER OF OPERATIONS.
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THIS WILL PROVIDE CDRUSCENTCOM THE ABILITY TO QUICKLY RESPOND TO
CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS WITHIN THE AOR BY SHORTENING THE RESPONSE
TIME FOR COMMITTING A BRIGADE SIZE FORCE IN THE THEATER. DEPLOYMENT
DURATION WILL BE FOR NO LESS THAN 90 DAYS OR AS DETERMINED BY
CDRUSCENTCOM.//

4. (U) POC: CCJ3-O. DSN [REDACTED]
SIPRNET: [REDACTED]

Classified By: MAJOR GENERAL CURTIS M. SCAPAROTTI, DIRECTOR OF
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